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The Practical Applied Stress Training (P.A.S.T) program is designed to allow tactical teams to

incorporate job applicable ‘functional’ training into their existing programs to take their general

physical preparedness (GPP) to the next level. P.A.S.T bridges the essential gap between

physical training and firearms training, allowing the SWAT operator to be better prepared for

the demands of the job.The program includes a manual that covers the program from start to

finish. It supplies basic to advanced instruction, using one and two operator examples, or full

team stages. The manual covers how to build effective stress training for those teams with little

to no budget, to a program using highly effective recommended training tools.The P.A.S.T

program is designed to be integrated with the existing firearms programs used by trainers and

departments, and modulated for those in great condition to those who need to be in great

condition…The program can be used by teams at all levels of firearms proficiency and physical

conditioning.The P.A.S.T Program is not a firearms instructional program or a program that

deals with tactics. Although some firearms related materials and resources are provided, it’s

not a firearms program in the classic sense. It’s specifically designed to be combined with the

firearms doctrine of experienced trainers and departments to greatly augment their tactical

teams operational readiness and ability to perform under high levels of stress.
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Law EnforcementWill BrinkNotice of RightsAll Rights Reserved. No part of this book may be

reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,

recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the publisher. For information on

getting permission for reprints and excerpts, please contact will@OptimalSWAT.comNotice of

Liability:The information in this book is distributed on an “As is” basis without warranty. While

every precaution has been taken in the preparation of the book, neither the authors or The

Publishers shall have any liability to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage

caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the instructions contained in this book

or by the exercises and drills described in it.Trademarks:OptimalSWAT.com, Brinkzone.com are

registered to Will Brink and Brink Consulting Group. Designations used by manufacturers and

sellers to distinguish their products are claimed as trademarks. Where those designations

appear in this book, and OptimalSWAT, Will Brink, and Brinkzone has been made aware of

those claims, the designations appear as requested by the owner of the trademark. All other

product names and services identified throughout this book are used in editorial fashion only

and for the benefit of such companies with no intention of infringement of the trademark. No

such use, or the use of any trade name, is intended to convey endorsement or other affiliation

with this bookCopyright ©2008, 2009, 2010 by Will BrinkPrinted in the United States of

AmericaDedications and AcknowledgementsI want to thank all the men and women of the “thin

blue line.” Unlike some, I don’t see that expression as a metaphor or vague term. I see it as the

reason civil society exists, and why people like me are able to live in relative safety.I am under

no illusions the reason people like me are able to live our lives, is due to a small number of

people willing to risk their lives to prevent me and other citizens from having to go into dark

places and deal with Bad Guys, most of us would prefer never to see.Without such people

doing an often thankless and dangerous job, civil society does not exist. You ain’t perfect – and

as a group are the cheapest human beings on the planet - but without those of the thin blue

(and military green!) line, there’s simply no civil society to enjoy. This guide is dedicated to

you.For their support, friendship, and faith, in my work with LE:Bill Porter at Smith & Wesson



Training Academy who really “got it” when I pitched my ideas for a new paradigm in training

that would attempt to reflect real world stress put on LE and Tactical LE: which would improve

their readiness for all that might get thrown at them; making the likelihood they get back to their

families in one piece that much greater.Sgt Jim Vaglica and ‘the crew’ at NEMLEC SWAT/RRT

for endless suffering from my evil inventions and intentions; always attempting a tough stage

with only a “you gonna make us do what?!” look on their faces…. I knew they called me “Dr.

Evil” behind my back, but I took as a compliment! I knew I was doing my job when mutiny was

always just minutes away.Rodney Best, of the Boston PD, and “the crew” from BPD for their

many years of support and patience.The many many other LEOs in the community who have

supported my goals and (hopefully) benefited from my work via articles, seminars, forum posts,

emails, and PMs! Stay safe!Kimberley – the base CO for her “I need it by the end of the month”

pressure to get this project done.WarningsThe information presented in this document is

intended for tactical law enforcement (e.g., SWAT/RRT, etc) or other applicable groups/

individuals with similar training and knowledge of firearms. This document is not intended for

beginner shooters or anyone not under the direct supervision of a qualified range instructor,

and or firearms instructor. This document expects anyone following the advice given in this

guide, is experienced and trained in the use of firearms, and will follow all safety protocols of

safe firearms handling.Remember:SAFETY FIRST, SAFETY LAST, SAFETY ALWAYS!If you

have any doubts about whether or not you fit into the above category, or have any confusion

about the above instructions, this document, and the program(s) within, may not be for you.I

would rather see people take the cautious route than get injured.This guide also assumes the

person undertaking any of the information found in this guide is physically healthy and cleared

by their doctor for strenuous physical activity.Author BioWill Brink is a columnist, contributing

consultant, and writer for numerous health/fitness, medical, and bodybuilding publications. His

articles on nutrition, supplements, weight loss, exercise and medicine can be found in

magazines and journals such as “Muscle Insider”, “Lets Live,” “Muscle Media 2000,”

“MuscleMag International,” “Life Extension,” “Muscle & Fitness,” “Inside Karate,” “Exercise for

Men Only,” “Oxygen,” “The Townsend Letter For Doctors,” as well as many international

magazines.He is the author of the book “Priming The Anabolic Environment: A practical and

Scientific Guide to the Art and Science of Building Muscle” and “The Sports Supplement Bible:

For Health and Fitness,” as well as various chapters in sports nutrition related textbooks. He is

also the author of the e-books “Fat Loss Revealed,” “Brink’s Bodybuilding Revealed.”Will

graduated from Harvard University with a concentration in the natural sciences, and is a

consultant to supplement companies. He has co-authored several studies relating to sports

nutrition and health and published in peer reviewed academic journals.He has served as an

NPC judge and as a Ms. Fitness USA judge. A well-known trainer, Will has helped many top

level bodybuilders through all facets of pre-contest and off-season training. He was a

Massachusetts Certified Adjunct Trainer at Smith & Wesson Training Academy and has written

the book “Practical Applied Stress Training, for Tactical Law Enforcement”, named after the

class he taught. He has worked with athletes ranging from professional golfers, fitness

contestants, police and military personnel.His articles and interviews can be found on many

internet web sites such as: LEF.org, Testosterone.net, NavySeals.com, ThinkMuscle.com,

MuscleMonthly.com, as well as many others, including his own site BrinkZone.com.Will has

lectured at trade associations and universities around the United States and has appeared on

numerous radio and television programs to examine issues of health and fitness.Chapter 1:

Practical Applied Stress Training Principals (P.A.S.T)“If you find yourself in a fair fight, your

tactics suck”- unknownAs the demands of tactical law enforcement (SWAT) vary greatly, the



training must prepare the SWAT operator for virtually any event. In the most extreme examples,

the entire system, body and mind, are stressed to their maximal ability. Anaerobic, aerobic, and

neural systems are challenged simultaneously, which will either lead to a successful outcome

for the operator, who is both physically and mentally trained for the event, or it will end badly.

Because these systems can and will be challenged simultaneously under “real world”

conditions, it stands to reason training should be conducted that follows the pattern of “real

world” events the operator may face. It’s the common practice for the majority of SWAT teams

to train diligently on their firearms skills and tactics, while hitting the gym or the road as a

separate training rotation.True Practical Applied Stress Training (P.A.S.T)for SWAT should

endeavor to parallel what the “real world” event may demand, which is the simultaneous

demands on shooting proficiency, as well as anaerobic and aerobic energy systems which will

greatly impact the operators’ abilities to perform under such pressure.The most advanced

shooter in great physical condition will find his marksmanship severely degraded when forced

to shoot under intense physical stress. As expected, the operator who is not in adequate

physical condition to begin with, can expect to see his marksmanship go completely “to hell in

a hand basket” when put under physical and mental stress no matter how well he shoots under

non-stressful conditions at the range. This of course applies to all shooters, non- SWAT LEO or

civilian, but those groups are not generally going to face the type of dynamic conditions of

SWAT operators who may have to scale a wall in full tac gear, drag a 200lb wounded person to

safety, or perhaps carry a fellow operator over his shoulder both of whom are wearing full

tactical gear, and doing so under fire.Uncommon yes, worst case scenario yes, but SWAT must

train for worst case scenarios and when called upon; perform their duties at levels not expect of

non-SWAT LEO or civilians. This means training that incorporates all possible stress modifiers

in combined rotations with shooting drills.As well-known and respected firearms trainer Jeff

Gonzales is known to say during his courses, when expecting students to perform well under

situations they are statistically unlikely to face,“it may be statistically unlikely it will happen to

you, but being on the wrong end of statistics really sucks.” SWAT operators can’t afford to be on

the “wrong end” of statistics no matter how unlikely, thus they must train and prepare for any

situation to the best of their abilities.“I thought I was in good shape until I trained with Will for a

SWAT competition last summer. Will’s training methods and philosophy of combining strenuous

physical activity and shooting not only prepared my teammates and myself for the SWAT

competition but it has made us change some of our training methods on a regular basis. I

would highly recommend Will’s training for any SWAT team.- Sgt. Patrick Towle NEMLEC

SWATFirearms instructors have attempted to add stress modifiers - such as a short run

followed by pushups for example - before shooting a course of fire for many years. Although an

effective method of getting the heart rate up to mimic stress during the shooting rotation, it’s a

far cry from the stress placed on the operator who has just pushed a car that wont start out of

the line of fire - due to damage inflicted or the Murphy Factor - that may contain a wounded

comrade or civilian, who then needs to return effective fire on target.Heart rate will be at full tilt

boogie – taxing the cardiopulmonary system – and the musculature responsible for a stable

shooting platform, already less stable due to the adrenaline dump experienced, will be at less

than optimal conditions. The only way perform in such a situation is to have experienced the

effects of physical and mental stress on marksmanship skills, and test whether or not your

conditioning and shooting skills are up to the task. The only way to prepare for that scenario is

to do it!This form of training should focus on functional strength, improving bodyweight to

strength ratios, dealing with unbalanced loads, and overall fitness and conditioning, combined

with shooting rotations, that prepares the SWAT operator to perform efficiently under worst



case scenarios which greatly improves survivability of dynamic situations SWAT is confronted

with.Figure 1 P.A.S.T can be included into your teams’ regular training regimen.Chapter 2:

Required Equipment“Veni, ,vidi, ,vici” - Julius CaesarHigh tech equipment is not required with

rope climbing, wall climbing, phone pole lifting, tire flipping, sand bags, chains, sleds, and other

creative functional strength modalities are combined with shooting drills. Borrowing from

relevant areas of functional strength and conditioning training that can be applied to this

training, be it classic strong man training, football, martial arts/MMA, power lifting, cross

training, etc., is encouraged, but must be intelligently designed and applied to be applicable to

tactical LE.This type of training can be done very much ‘on the cheap’ as they say, and

considering the status of training budgets, that’s a good thing. Are there some additional pieces

of equipment a dept., or individuals, can purchase to further enhance the training? Absolutely,

and I will mention those also.On the CheapSand bags either had from the DPW, or purchased

at any Home Depot for a few dollars put into sacks or even old pillow cases works well. Old

large tires gotten from auto yards (usually in the 200-500lb range) for flipping, phone poles cut

to various lengths for overhead presses, flipping, carrying, etc, chains for dragging and

carrying, etc.Example of interest:I found a couple of old oxygen tanks, had handles welded to

them, and they made for an excellent whole body functional exercise used by strongmen

competitors, called the Farmers Walk. Had the ‘light’ sand bag, which weighed approx 50lbs,

and the ‘heavy’ sand bags, which was two sand bags Duct taped together and put in a burlap

sack…. No one liked the ‘heavy’ sandbag. Had a thick length of chain that must have been at

least 200lbs +. It was heavy and awkward and great for dragging, carrying, etc.
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